It is shown that the graph QQ) -C obtained from the 7 -cube QQ) by deletion of a perfect Hamming code C has a spanning self-complementary subgraph which is edge-transitive but not vertextransitive and also extremal among all the cube subgraphs which are square-blocking and codeavoiding. Our work uses combinatorial techniques involving orientations on the Fano plane and the resulting Steiner triple systems.
I.J. Deiter (4) Among all edge subsets E" of QQ) that satisfy (1) and (2),if V'denotes the set of vertices of QQ which are not endvertices of 8", then lE'l/lCl is the smallest known value of lE"lllv'1.
Properties (1) (4) have to do with a question by Erdcis [4] on square blocking and square-free edge subsets of the n-cube. For convenience of exposition and to make relevant its presently claimed properties, the description ol W we provide here is slightly different from that in [3] .
A particular notation, to be given later on, will be adopted for those vertices of QQ) which are in C. This notation is based on the Steiner triple system S produced by the Fano projective plane P. It is shown, e.g. in [6] , that a close relation exists between C and S. This can be explicited by identifying S with the set of coordinate directions of QQ), and then with the set of corresponding parallel edge cuts ol QQ The following facts from [5, 6] (2) r-'(0):C. Is it possible to have a quotient graph similar to the one of Fig. 2 with any vertex of W of the form i.; in place of the vertex g" selected? The answer is yes and it proceeds as follows. [t is enough to replace, in Fig. 2 , the symbols used to denote the subindices as follows, while maintaining the rest of the information presented (graph representation, edge labelling and symbols e,b,c,d,e andf):
Each of these four permutations of an 8-element set and those other four obtained by composing each of these with the permutation that changes the top row and the bottom row, while preserving the columns, can be used in order to obtain an affirmative answer to the question above.
Since any vertex of the form \ in W may take the position of ge in Fig. 2 We still have to explain the origin and relevance of the information contained in Fig. 3: (1) Fig. 3 We remark that the four 12-cycles in W which are liftings of the 6-cycle bordering the face g, where g:1,2,3,4,5,7, are also present in the quotient graphs as in Fig. 1 We also notice a 1-l correspondence between the set of four graphs containing as yertex A those represented by the vertex orbits of the form (g tg i), whete g is fixed and I, j varies (not distinguishing 9; and gi) and the set of 12-cycles lifted from the 6-cycle labelled g from the previous discussion regarding Fig. 3 . The 1-1 correspondence here associates to a quotient graph as before, its l2-cycle which is a lifting of the walk BCBCBCBCBCBC given as before.
Lemma 4. The girth of W is 10.
Proof. Consider the following walk in the quotient graph of Fig.2 : ABHIIAIIHBA, and lift it in the lV so that the second half of the walk does not lift juxtaposed with the first half. I
